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the balance of parties in the Lords. Thus, if the Upper Chamber
insisted on its amendments its dignity would be cheapened by
the creation of hundreds of new Peers, and the obnoxious Bill
would be passed after all. So they gave way, and the Parliament
Act became law (N236).
§ 330. strife.—The Budget Crisis and the Abolition of the
Lords' Veto were but two of many struggles which excited the
public during these years. Another was the movement for
Votes for Women. Hitherto it had been carried on in a sober
constitutional way, and nobody had taken much notice of it;
but in 1905 Mrs. Pankhurst and her two daughters founded
" The Women's Social and Political Union," which went in for
more vigorous methods. They determined that neither Gov-
ernment nor nation should know a moment's peace until it had
granted their demands. They smashed shop-windows, they
threw inflammable material into post-boxes, they burned down
public buildings, they invaded the House of Commons, they
attacked Ministers with dog-whips and red pepper. When they
were arrested for these exploits they refused to pay fines ; and
when they were imprisoned they went on hunger-strike. The
Government was a good deal embarrassed by the movement,
but it refused to give way, and women only gained the vote in
1918, when the justice of their claim had been brought home to
the nation by their devotion to the national cause during the
War.
Then the Trade Union movement took a revolutionary turn.
The Unions were disappointed that the Labour party had not
done more for the working-classes, and some of the younger and
wilder spirits among the leaders began to preach a return to the
gospel of social revolution as taught by Karl Marx. There was
a great railway strike in 1911, because the companies would
not recognise the right of the Unions to speak for the men
in arranging wages and conditions of employment. Then fol-
lowed a gigantic miners' strike, to enforce a minimum wage all
over the country of 55. a day. Over a million men were idle,
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